Count on us for continued progress.
Maintaining energy savings is easy with a trusted advisor by your side. Our team is specialized to deliver ongoing support throughout every step of your customer’s energy efficiency journey while giving your program plenty of room to scale.

1. Monitoring, tracking and reporting
   Once your customer’s systems are installed, we’ll follow up periodically and report any savings or maintenance needs to everyone involved.

2. Energy advising
   As customers upgrade and achieve their energy goals, our teams show them where to focus next. Recommendations may include time-of-use rate strategies, additional equipment, smart controls, behavioral changes and more.

3. Demand response and distributed energy resources
   Our demand response (DR) and distributed energy resources (DERs) solutions give you flexibility in how energy is used, stored and distributed in your community.

4. Carbon Consulting
   Take your programs a step further with targeted, carbon-reducing energy consulting to encourage more businesses in your community to reach net-zero emissions.

5. Program administration and growth
   Whether your energy efficiency program is ready to scale or just gaining traction, we can manage your entire program and its portfolio from end to end with room to grow.

Our energy efficiency portfolios include:
- Residential utility customers
- Commercial and industrial facilities
- Low and moderate income
- Small businesses and government
- Midstream incentives
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Your dedicated partner in energy efficiency
While installing energy-efficient equipment in homes or businesses is essential, it’s only the first step to long-term energy reduction. Improving energy efficiency is an ongoing process, and we’re dedicated to providing you and your customers with continued support to maximize savings.

We change the way people use energy, for utilities.
Contact: info@cleareresult.com // CLEAResult.com

CLEAResult ATLAS™

Connect
Helps meet the precise needs of your customers, while keeping them on track to maximize their energy savings potential.

Insights
Leverages our expansive data framework to produce an exceptional level of customer insights and predictive operational analytics.

Marketplace
Connects customers to the common upgrades, special offers and product rebates they need to save money and energy online with ease.

Academy
Provides training resources for distributors and other participants on installation, delivery and new technologies in energy efficiency.